1/ Bad Times at the El Royal
Drama, Mystery / 2018 / Dir. Drew Goddard

Seven strangers, each with a secret to bury, meet at Lake Tahoe’s El Royale, a rundown hotel with a dark past. Over the course of one fateful night, everyone will have a last shot at redemption… before everything goes to hell.

Starring: Jeff Bridges, Cynthia Erivo, Dakota Johnson
Runtime: 141 min.

2/ The Little Stranger
Drama, Mystery / 2018 / Dir. Lenny Abrahamson

During the long, hot summer of 1948, Dr. Faraday travels to Hundreds Hall, home to the Ayres family for more than two centuries. The Hall is now in decline, and its inhabitants - mother, son, and daughter - remain haunted by something more ominous than a dying way of life. When Faraday takes on a new patient there, he has no idea how closely the family's story is about to become entwined with his own.

Starring: Ruth Wilson, Domhnall Gleeson, Will Poulter
Runtime: 111 min.

3/ Colette
Drama, Historical / 2018 / Dir. Wash Westmoreland

Colette is pushed by her husband to write novels under his name. Upon their success, she fights to make her talents known, challenging gender norms.

Starring: Keira Knightley, Fiona Shaw, Dominic West
Runtime: 111 min.

4/ Juliet, Naked
Comedy, Drama / 2017 / Dir. Jesse Peretz

Juliet, Naked is the story of Annie, the long-suffering girlfriend of Duncan, and her unlikely transatlantic romance with once revered, now faded, singer-songwriter, Tucker Crowe, who also happens to be the subject of Duncan's musical obsession.

Starring: Chris O'Dowd, Rose Byrne, Kitty O'Beirne
Runtime: 97 min.
5/ *Peppermint*  

Young mother Riley North awakens from a coma after she, her husband, and daughter are victims in a brutal attack on the family. When the system frustratingly shields the murderers from justice, Riley sets out to transform herself from citizen to urban guerrilla.

**Starring:** Jennifer Garner, John Gallagher Jr., John Ortiz  
**Runtime:** 101 min.

6/ *We the Animals*  
Drama / 2018 / Dir. Jeremiah Zagar

A coming-of-age story propelled by layered performances from its astounding cast, and stunning animated sequences. Three young brothers tear through their rural New York hometown, in the midst of their young parents’ volatile love that makes and unmakes the family many times over. While Manny and Joel grow into versions of their loving and unpredictable father, Ma seeks to keep her youngest, Jonah, in the cocoon of home.

**Starring:** Sheila Vand, Raúl Castillo, Evan Rosado  
**Runtime:** 94 min.

7/ *Bel Canto*  
Thriller, Drama / 2018 / Dir. Paul Weitz

Roxane Coss, a famous American soprano, travels to South America to give a private concert at the birthday party of rich Japanese industrialist Katsumi Hosokawa. Just as a handsome gathering of local dignitaries convene at Vice-President Ruben Ochoa’s mansion, the house is taken over by guerrillas demanding the release of their imprisoned comrades.

**Starring:** Julianne Moore, Ken Watanabe, Sebastian Koch  
**Runtime:** 100 min.

8/ *Take the Ball, Pass the Ball*  
Documentary / 2018 / Dir. Duncan McMath

Take the Ball, Pass the Ball is the definitive story of the greatest football team ever assembled. For four explosive years Pep Guardiola’s Barça produced the greatest football in history, seducing fans around the world.

**Starring:** Éric Abidal, Dani Alves, Albert Benaiges  
**Runtime:** 87 min.

9/ *Andhadhun*  
Comedy, Crime / 2018 / Dir. Sriram Raghavan

He sees what he shouldn't. She sees what he couldn't. So the question is, does he see it or not? Language: Hindi

**Starring:** Ayushmann Khurrana, Tabu, Radhika Apte  
**Runtime:** 139 min.

Film must be destroyed not later than januar 2020